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The central concept in phononics is the tuning of the phonon dispersion relation, or phonon 
engineering, which provides a means of controlling related properties such as group velocity 
or phonon interactions and, therefore, phonon propagation, in a wide range of frequencies 
depending on the geometries and sizes of the materials. Phononics exploits present state of the 
art in nanofabrication to tailor dispersion relations in the range of GHz for the control of 
elastic waves/phonons propagation with applications towards new information technology 
concepts with phonons as state variable.  Moreover, phonons provide an adaptable approach 




nanoscale optomechanical systems during the last decade attests this prospect. The most 
extended approach to manipulate the phonon dispersion relation is introducing an artificial 
periodic modulation of the elastic properties, which is referred as phononic crystal (PnC). In 
this progress report, we focus in recent experimental achievements in the fabrication and 
application of two-dimensional (2D) PnCs enabling the modification of the dispersion relation 
of surface and membrane modes, and presenting phononic band gaps, waveguiding and 
confinement in the hypersonic regime. Furthermore, these artificial materials offer the 




The propagation of sound always happens in a medium, either solid, liquid or gas, and is 
described as propagating waves at a velocity that depends on the elastic properties of the 
material (stiffness and mass density). The importance of sound in everyday life, industry and 
science goes far beyond our natural perception and common understanding. For instance, at 
low frequencies below our hearing threshold, there are infrasound of great importance in 
seismography and animal communication. On the other hand, above hearing threshold, we 
find broad spectra of frequencies, which are crucial in medical imagining (ultrasounds), signal 
processing (hypersounds) and thermal or heat transport. Sound, in addition to its wave-like 
nature can be described by means of (quasi) particles, quanta of vibrational energy, i.e., 
phonons. In analogy to photons and electrons, phonons are carriers of energy, momentum and 
information. Phonons, as an expression of atomic motion, are highly interactive with all 
excitations present in a material [1,2]. As a consequence, the nature of phonons allows for, at 
least, two pathways of their engineering: trivial absence of medium or subtle manipulation of 




The central concept in phononics is the tuning of the phonon dispersion relation or 
phonon engineering, which provides a means of controlling related properties such as group 
velocity or phonon interactions and, as a result, of phonon propagation in a wide range of 
frequencies depending on the geometries and sizes of the materials.[3] Phononics exploits 
present state of the art in nanofabrication to tailor dispersion relations in the hypersonic range 
for the control of phonon propagation as a way to circumvent the limitations in present 
applications, as well as a road towards new information technology concepts with phonons as 
state variable. As classical waves, the behaviour of the elastic waves is determined by the 
interfaces and, more specifically, by the mismatch between the elastic properties of the two 
phases that the boundary separates. Therefore, they are at the origin of the positive impact of 
boundary scattering, which is the basis of waveguiding and of the surface and interface 
waves.[4] In plates and layered materials, for example, this leads to multiple non-linear spatial 
dispersive phonon modes, which propagate in-plane, where the plate or layer thickness acts as 
the tuning parameter.[5–8] Further control of the phonon dispersion relation is attained by a 
periodic modulation of the elastic properties in PnCs.[9,10] The interest in PnCs has often been 
related with the occurrence of frequency band gaps, which appear as a consequence of Bragg 
scattering when the phonon wavelength has a definite relation to the periodicity, but also to 
the resulting modification of the dispersion relation. As long as the introduced artificial 
periodicity has a characteristic period larger than the atomic lattice, the continuum approach is 
still valid to describe such materials. Indirect and direct measurements of the modified 
hypersonic phonon dispersion has been performed in surface and plate two-dimensional (2D) 
PnCs by means of electro-acoustic platforms[11] and Brillouin light scattering (BLS).[12–14] 
Basic research and device applications based on the interaction between elastic and 
optical waves are also benefiting from the studies of PnCs towards wave propagation 
manipulation. The confinement of both optical and elastic fields in the same reduced volumes 




acousto-optic devices and has already brought these optomechanical structures to impact basic 
research of different disciplines.[15] 
Finally, phononics is re-examining the role of phonons as heat carriers, and how 
thermal properties can be tuned by materials engineering at the nanoscale. In this context, 2D 
PnCs structures with characteristic sizes exhibiting wave-like behaviour in the hypersound 
regime were found to exhibit reduced in-plane thermal conductivity (κ) at room temperature 
and beyond.[16,17] In the latter conditions, the thermal conductivity results from the cumulative 
contribution of phonons characterized by a broad range of wavelengths despite the 
predominance of short-wavelength phonons. Therefore, the periodicity itself is not expected 
to impact the thermal transport, and the reduction of the in-plane thermal conductivity is 
mainly directed by the diffusive scattering of phonons at the boundaries of the 2D PnC. At 
low temperatures, however, the wavelength of the phonons is large enough so that their 
spatial dispersion is strongly affected by characteristic sizes of the order of the micrometer 
and sub-micrometer.[18,19]  
The determination of the thermal conductance and the further extraction of thermal 
properties, such as the thermal conductivity of a given sample, requires the measurement of 
the temperature difference in the heat flow direction. The present electrical techniques 
employed to obtain the thermal conductivity are based on the temperature dependence of an 
electrically resistive element[20] or on the tunnel current in a normal-metal-insulator-
superconductor junction.[21] However, two major drawbacks are the need for complex 
fabrication and for a well-controlled thermal resistance introduced by the heater-thermometer 
pair. Therefore, non-contact optothermal methods such as, for example, time-domain 
thermoreflectance[22] and Raman thermometry[23] have been developed and are currently 
extensively available. While in time-domain thermoreflectance the changes in the refractive 




temperature dependence of the Raman scattering by phonons is used to obtain the temperature 
of the sample. 
In this progress report we present some representative examples of the recent 
developments achieved in the topics of 2D PnCs for the control of propagating elastic waves 
in the frequency regime of hypersound and heat transport by phonons. This research is 
anchored in the development of novel methods to produce nanostructures pushing towards the 
limits of nanofabrication. We have organized this report by summarizing the state of the art of 
fabrication techniques being used to fabricate structures with characteristic sizes in the sub-
micrometer range and others being developed to reduce feature size well in the nanoscale. 
Then, the key schemes reported to change the dispersion relation of elastic waves in surfaces 
and plates by using 2D PnCs structures are presented, together with their experimental 
realization with operating frequencies in the GHz range. Next, we summarize the recent 
progress in the study of heat transport by phonons in these structures, pointing out the 
different effects or regimes, coherent and incoherent, depending on the feature size and the 
measuring temperature. Finally, we provide some of the directions that the research related to 
these systems progress incorporating new concepts for controlling elastic waves propagation 
and heat transport, and the prospect of assembling hybrid electro-opto-mechanical platforms 
and circuits, or functionalities analogous to those found in electronics enabling thermal 
circuits. 
2. Fabrication Techniques 
The feature size of 2D PnCs in the hypersonic range, typically of about few hundreds of 
nanometres, is easily accessible with standard fabrication techniques, which can be divided 
into the ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ methods. In the top-down method a bulk sample is 
structured in order to obtain small scale features, while the bottom-up approach starts at the 




discuss the top-down methods for solid state PnCs, followed by the bottom-up methods 
applied to colloidal crystals. Finally, an outlook on the fabrication challenges is provided. 
Electron beam lithography (EBL), a lithographic technique widely employed to define 
nanoscale features is used to write the designed pattern on a sample previously spin-coated 
with a resist, which is exposed to a high-energy electron beam. Depending on the nature of 
the resist, the electron beam can either polymerize (negative) or depolymerize (positive) it. A 
development step removes the unpolymerized resist and exposes the pattern (Figure 1 (a)). 
Then, reactive ion etching (RIE) can be used to transfer the pattern to the substrate [24] or 
metal evaporation and lift off can be used to fabricate an array of metallic features, such as 
lines or pillars on the samples surface, forming a surface PnC (Figure 1 (b) and (c)). [12,25–27] 
The development of the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology has enabled advances in 
the field of nanophononics by providing high quality single-crystal silicon layers with 
thickness down to a few tens of nanometers, [28] which can be employed in order to fabricate 
free-standing PnC membranes (Figure 1 (d)).[29]  After patterning the device silicon layer, the 
membrane contour is defined in a second EBL and RIE step, and finally the membrane is 
suspended by etching the buried SiO2 layer using HF acid or buffered HF. In order to avoid 
the collapse of the membranes critical point drying is employed[14,30,31]  or alternatively vapor 
HF can be used order to reduce the surface tension during the etching.[16,32] 
The main limitation of the SOI-based, under-etched PnCs is the structure size, 
typically a few tens of micrometers. Larger structures tend to collapse due to the internal 
strain of the top Si layer. In order to fabricate large area membranes a full back-etching 
process has to be performed, i.e., both the handle silicon substrate and the SiO2 layers have to 
be removed. [33,34]  We have shown that such free-standing membranes with thickness down to 
100 nm can be further used to fabricate both solid-air and solid-solid PnCs using standard 




Finally, other techniques have been employed to fabricate 2D PnCs, such as focused 
ion beam (FIB) milling, which has the advantage of direct substrate patterning, with no need 
of further pattern transfer.  For instance, FIB milling was used to realize a PnC fabricated in a 
free-standing silicon membrane [38] and showing frequency band gaps above 25 GHz. FIB 
milling can be used for other materials, especially those difficult to etch with dry etching 
techniques, such as LiNbO3 
[39]. Still, the main issue of this technique is the long exposure 
time, control of damage and the fact that the holes are normally conical in shape, with the top 
diameter larger than the bottom one. 
For LiNbO3 another nanostructuring technique was proposed, based on domain 
inversion process induced by high power laser irradiation. [40,41] A patterned chromium mask 
is deposited on the sample surface before irradiation with a wide diameter beam of intense 
visible laser light. The regions patterned with chromium are domain inverted while the 
uncoated regions are not affected by the irradiation. The domain inversion is caused due to the 
local heating of the crystal and a diffusion process in which Cr reacts with LiNbO3 oxygen 
ions, forming Cr2O3. In a last step, the original domain is removed using wet etching with HF 
acid.  
2D colloidal crystals on a surface are the most prominent example of bottom-up 
structures in phononics, offering the possibility of tailoring the length scales, order or 
porosity[42] (Figure 1 (e)). Colloidal crystals are made of micro- or nanoparticles, assembled 
into highly ordered lattices. There is a variety of methods for self-assembly of the colloidal 
crystals, one of them being liquid interface-mediated methods, such as the  
Langmuir−Blodgett[43] process or a direct assembly process at the air−water interface[44]. In 
this method the particles are trapped at the liquid-air or liquid-liquid interface forming a 
crystal, which is easy to transfer to a solid substrate. 
Modifying the dispersion relation of the high frequency (THz) phonons (see Section 4) 




nm. One of the techniques proposed to achieve sub-10 nm size features relies on the 
combination of top-down and bottom-up procedures, namely block-copolymers self-
assembly[45]. Self-assembled BCPs form a periodic or quasi-periodic array of pores, which 
can then be transferred to silicon (Figure 1 (f)). Free-standing porous membranes with 
thickness of 100 nm and features with neck size down to 16 nm[46] have been reported, even 
though the long-range order of the BCP self-assembly remains a challenge.[47] 
Another nanofabrication issue is the disorder and roughness of the patterned features. 
The effect of roughness on phonon coherence is of interest to the phononics community (see 
Section 4 and 5) and it is expected that its role will increase with decreasing the characteristic 
size of PnCs. While the SOI silicon device layer has a surface roughness of typically below 1 
nm, the features, such as holes, present considerable roughness, about 2.5-5 nm [35,48] which 
depends on the quality of both, lithography and pattern transfer. In order to reduce the silicon 
surface and sidewall roughness, partial oxidation can be performed.[49] The rate of oxidation is 
well documented and can be controlled with the temperature, making it a reliable strategy for 
reducing roughness, which is commonly applied in silicon nanophotonics. Consecutive 
thermal oxidation and an oxide removal process applied to free-standing photonic crystal 
cavities were shown to improve the quality factor of the cavities.[50]  Silicon surfaces can also 
be repaired by a series of chemical treatments, such as repeated chemical oxidation in piranha 
(H2SO4∕H2O2) and HF oxide stripping.[51]  These techniques can find a direct application in 
the fabrication PnCs,[52] leading to major control of the surface and sidewall roughness.   
3. Surface and membrane hypersonic 2D PnCs.  
In this section we focus on recent experimental research on 2D PnCs controlling the 
propagation of spatially confined hypersonic (GHz) elastic waves/phonons. The advances in 
related PnCs theoretical studies with different geometries and in different spectral regimes can 
be found elsewhere [53–56]. Applying the scaling principle of PnCs one can adjust their 




range. Well-developed micro- and nano-fabrication of hypersonic PnCs makes them highly 
attractive for applications in wireless communication,[57,58] thermal transport 
management[17,19,59] and enhanced phonon-photon interaction in optomechanics.[60,61]  
Arrangement of PnCs into surface-like structures enables well-developed generation 
and detection of high frequency signals. Furthermore, confining the elastic field minimizes 
losses. Such 2D PnCs have been realized on free surfaces of homogenous or layered media or 
on thin membranes to gain a control over surface acoustic waves (SAWs) PnCs[12,25–27,41,62–65] 
or Lamb plate waves (membrane PnCs),[14,35,36,66,67] respectively. In the following we present 
different strategies for the modification of the phonon dispersion in PnCs and show resulting 
phenomena from the viewpoint of the experimental techniques employed for their 
investigation.   
Nowadays, it is hard to overestimate the importance of SAWs in miniaturized devices 
for GHz signal such as filters, multi- and demultiplexers or delay lines.[57] The concept of 
manipulating the SAWs dispersion by means of artificial 2D periodic structure was first 
proposed by Tanaka and Tamura[62]. To date the main strategies using PnCs for the 
modification of SAWs dispersion are based on the introduction of (i) periodically arranged 
scatterers, (ii) local resonances and (iii) contact resonances (Figure 2 (a)). The first scheme, 
namely, the periodic repetition of a surface motif, introduces features typical of PnCs such as 
non-linear band structure, zone folding and Bragg band gap opening.[53] These effects were 
reported for Rayleigh-like SAWs in PnCs made out of square lattices of holes or inclusions in 
Si measured by means of time-resolved imaging[54,68] and BLS.[12,13] Furthermore, holey 
piezoelectric SAW PnCs forming an acoustic cavity for electro-acoustically generated elastic 
waves were utilized to realize a one-port Love SAW resonator operating in the GHz[69]. The 
second strategy consists of PnCs formed by a periodic array of local resonators on a free 
surface, known also as pillar-based PnCs,[25–27,41,53,63–65,70] which offer several advantages over 




resulting in Bragg band gaps, and as local resonators, introducing narrow sub-wavelength 
band gaps.[39,53,67] For the latter the forbidden range of frequencies is robust to PnC period or 
imperfections and can be tailored by the material and geometry of the pillars[35] in order to 
gain control over the band gap spectral position and width.[53,70] Hypersonic vibrational 
properties of such systems were investigated by ultrafast time-domain pump-probe 
techniques[26,63,64] to unravel the coupling of the local resonances with SAWs and with the 
bulk modes of the substrate, dispersion, lifetime and thermomechanics. Going further, 
frequency-domain BLS proved structure-induced zone folding and formation of GHz Bragg 
and local resonance acoustic band-gaps for thermally populated SAWs pillar-based PnCs 
made out of Si or LiNbO3.
[25,27,41,65] A similar type of PnC was recently utilized for the first 
experimental realization of a Si-compatible GHz filter made out in an all-dielectric 
platform[70]  The third strategy enabling the modification of SAWs dispersion is based on the 
nanoparticle-substrate contact resonance. This effect was first investigated in the sub-GHz 
regime by the pump-probe transient grating (TG) technique[71,72] and time-domain imaging[73]  
in  PnCs made out of self-assembled silica microspheres adhered to an aluminium-coated 
glass substrate. Recent follow up of the TG study has revealed additional features in the GHz 
range such as contact-induced splitting of the vibrational modes of nanoparticles and the 
interaction of these modes with Rayleigh SAWs[74]. Theoretically, this type of SAW PnCs 
offers all three schemes for bang gap opening, whereas the period and local resonances can be 
adjusted by the size and material of nanoparticles, contact resonances can be tailored by the 
particle-substrate adhesion by means of surface physics or chemistry.[44]  
Despite the advantages of SAW PnCs, there is a drawback resulting from the elastic 
field leakage into bulk through bulk waves and pseudo-SAWs.[62] Furthermore, to increase the 
operational frequency requires a proportional reduction in feature size[57] or searching for 
systems with low-loss supersonic surface waves.[75,76] To overcome this issue one can use 




comparison to SAWs, elastic Lamb waves in membranes form a discrete set of dispersive 
modes giving access to higher frequencies without losses into the substrate.[53,77] 
Nanofabricated pillar-based or holey membrane PnCs were recently investigated by means of 
micro-BLS[14,35], Asynchronous Optical Sampling (ASOPS)[36] from the perspective of GHz 
phonon dynamics, and by various techniques to study phononic thermal transport.[17–19,59,78]   
Research presented in Ref.[14] considers two-dimensional Si PnCs membrane combining 
different strategies, such as 1D spatial confinement, periodic modulation, and local 
resonances, all of which affect the dispersion of hypersonic waves/phonons. Results from 
BLS (see Figure 2 (b) and (c)) have provided direct experimental evidence on the 
modification of the dispersion relation of thermally activated phonons up to tens of GHz. That 
cut-off frequency was attributed to the vanishing of wave-like (coherent) behaviour of 
phonons at higher frequencies due to the increased role of the PnC imperfections such as 
surface roughness and PnC lattice disorder. In particular, the square lattice of holes introduced 
band folding and splitting, satisfying the Bragg condition, as well as anti-crossing between 
related branches. Moreover a pseudo-band gap for symmetric modes and a full band gap 
along a high symmetry direction were observed. In the pillar-based PnC a square lattice of 
heavy Au pillars introduced strong modification of the phonon dispersion with an overall 
frequency downshift of the branches with respect to those of a bare membrane. The 
hybridization between local resonances in pillars and modes of the underlying membrane 
resulted in an anti-crossing between the non-dispersive branches of the local resonances and 
the bands of the propagating modes in the substrate. This can lead to sub-wavelength band 
gaps, immune to PnC lattice imperfections, which can be tuned by changing the characteristic 
sizes of the pillars.  
The follow up of this investigation performed by means of ASOPS[36] showed that 
PnC lattice disorder and surface roughness of holes drastically changed the hypersonic 




system became an effective medium with no impact on phononic thermal transport at room 
temperature. Nevertheless, a controllable disarrangement introduced into 2D lattice of PnC 
gives a prospect of new features such as, bang-gap broadening or Anderson localization.   
Membrane-based PnCs offer new features in comparison to SAW PnCs, albeit with a 
more complex fabrication. The latter can be reduced by use of already mentioned self-
assembled systems of micro- and nanoparticles providing low-cost and low-effort large area 
ordered 2D systems. An investigation of such PnC made out of a Si membrane loaded with a 
monolayer of silica microspheres was performed by means of TG technique in sub-GHz 
regime.[42] The measured dispersion curves showed hybridization of Lamb waves with the 
microsphere-membrane contact resonance leading to low frequency band-gap. More recently, 
a micro-BLS study of similar PnCs of sub-micrometer polystyrene (PS) particles on Si3N4 
revealed a modification of GHz Lamb waves by the three discused schemes; period, local 
resonance and particle-membrane resonance. In addition to previous studies, micro-BLS 
revealed local resonance band gaps below and above the Bragg band gap. Thus, the operating 
frequency of such systems can be easily adjusted by geometrical means, i.e., particle size and 
material, lattice period and symmetry, membrane thickness and material or adhesion forces at 
particle-membrane and particle-particle interfaces (Figure 2 (d)).[79]  
4. Thermal Transport 
In this section, we focus on the use of PnCs for thermal transport management. We first 
describe the mechanisms affecting thermal transport, in particular in nanostructures, followed 
by experimental measurements in thin films and PnCs and finally we explain the thermal 
transport engineering possibilities of PnCs. 
4.1. Heat transport regimes  
When investigating thermal transport, the contribution of all phonons has to be taken into 
account. At thermal equilibrium, the phonon population follows the Bose-Einstein distribution, 




temperature. At 300 K, this means that modes up to ~ 6 THz are populated and, therefore, can 
contribute to thermal transport. Hence, temperature is a crucial factor in the range of the 
phonon spectrum that needs to be addressed to alter thermal transport properties. To obtain 
the phonon contribution, other factors need to be taken into account, such as the phonon 
energy ħω (where ħ is the reduced Planck’s constant and ω is the angular frequency of each 
phonon mode), which decreases the contribution of very low frequency phonons.  
Phonons are subjected to different scattering mechanisms such as phonon-phonon scattering 
processes (Γp-p), impurity scattering (Γi) and boundary scattering (Γb). To estimate the phonon 
thermal conductivity in semiconductor material, knowledge of three major frequency-
dependent parameters is needed, that is, specific heat (C), which also directly depends on 
temperature, phonon group velocity (v), and the phonon mean free path (MFP) Λ=v/Γ, where 
Γ is the effective or total phonon scattering rate. In general, Γ is estimated as the sum of all 
the scattering rates corresponding to each scattering mechanism mentioned above assuming 
they are independent.[80] The inverse of Γ is the phonon relaxation time, i.e., the time that a 
phonon travels between scattering events. In the simple kinetic theory, the phonon thermal 







 where the summation is over all the phonons.[81]  
Since phonon-phonon and impurity scattering are linked to the square and fourth power of the 
phonon frequencies, respectively, they become more relevant as the phonon frequency 
increases, i.e., as the temperature increases. While temperature does not affect the number of 
boundary scattering events, their nature changes drastically between pure diffuse scattering 
events at high temperatures, i.e., when the boundary roughness is comparable or larger than 
the phonon wavelength, and specular scattering, for which the momentum is conserved. At 




and the MFP of phonons increases, as well as the probability of specular scattering. If 
specular scattering is predominant over the diffusive one, thermal transport deviates from the 
classical Fourier law and non-diffusive (ballistic or quasi-ballistic) transport appears.[82,83] In 
order that the wave-like behaviour of phonons emerges, for instance interference effects in 
PnCs,[18,84,85], the characteristic features of PnCs like the period should be smaller than the 
MFP. Therefore, the transport should not be limited by diffuse scattering at the interfaces 
between materials forming the PnC. In addition, the phase of the atomic displacements 
defining phonons needs to be maintained in a suitable spatial extension. This leads 
introducing the frequency-dependent phonon coherence length, which represents the average 
spatial extension of a phonon wave packet at the given frequency[86,87]. When phonon 
coherence length exceeds a required number of PnC periods, phonon wave interference 
modifies the energy dispersion relations of the phonon band structure. These deviations from 
diffusive transport are of critical importance in furthering our control over heat transport in 
nanostructures and can be said to constitute the objective of PnCs for thermal transport. To 
achieve this objective, the two main parameters that can be altered are the temperature, and 
the dimensions of the PnC. In the following, we will examine first classical size effects linked 
to diffusive thermal transport and then the impact of the phonon dispersion on heat transport 
through phonon interference effects. 
4.2. Diffusive phonon transport 
At room temperature, the dominant phonon wavelength in silicon is only a few nanometers 
and the MFPs in bulk reaches several hundreds of nanometer and up to several micrometer.[88] 
In comparison, surface roughness is usually on the order of the phonon wavelengths and then 
most of the boundary and surface scattering events are diffusive. Indeed, the specularity 









where 𝜂 is the characteristic roughness, 𝜆 the phonon wavelength and 𝜓 the incident angle. 
For p = 0 scattering will be purely diffuse meaning that the phase information of phonons and 
their direction of propagation are lost during boundary scattering events. As a consequence, 
thermal conductivity in nanostructures and PnCs is mainly governed by diffuse scattering. In 
thin films, a direct link between their thickness and thermal conductivity has been 
observed,[33,90,91] and is well-described by the Fuchs-Sondheimer model.[28,33] An experimental 
reconstruction of the MFP contribution to thermal conductivity shows that the main 
contribution stems from phonons with MFPs in the 100 nm – 10 μm range[90] in agreement 
with first-principles calculations.[92] Beyond the ideal case, heat transport in ultra-thin silicon 
membranes (sub-20-nm) depends strongly upon the properties of the surface at the nanoscale, 
which is determined by processing and fabrication. The interplay of several factors 
influencing thermal transport in the membranes is demonstrated by means of controlled 
experiments and modelling: thickness, the presence of surface native oxide layers, and surface 
roughness. The influence of these factors is summarized in Figure 3 (a) and (b) and have been 
reported in our previous work.[34] It is seen that the thermal conductivity decreases mainly as a 
consequence of enhanced surface effects related to surface native oxide layer and roughness. 
Molecular dynamics simulations showed that diffuse scattering at the rough surfaces masks 
coherent effects in the thermal transport.  
However, the purpose of PnCs for thermal transport applications is to go beyond 
simple classical size effects and engineer thermal properties via the modification of the 
dispersion relation. As was described in the previous sections, the most common approach to 
realize 2D PnCs is to pattern circular holes in a suspended silicon film. It has been widely 
shown that the thermal conductivity of such structures drops compared to non-patterned 
membranes. In most cases, this further reduction in thermal conductivity is due to an increase 
in surface scattering that can be summarized by two parameters, namely the surface-to-




channels allowing phonon transport.[17,32,82,93–96] Similarly to thin films, the roughness of the 
surfaces impacts surface scattering, and therefore thermal conductivity.[97] Further 
experiments confirmed the importance of geometric parameters such as the filling fraction, 
surface-to-volume ratio or the neck size, but also demonstrated that a further tuning of the 
thermal conductivity is possible with PnCs with random hole positions, by varying the hole 
overlap, i.e., the number and relative position of the phonon channels.[37] 
Impurity and phonon-phonon scattering processes are predominant in bulk material at 
room temperature, whereas the importance of boundary scattering increases as temperature 
decreases. At room temperature, patterning PnCs will therefore increase the relative 
importance of boundary scattering due to the increase in surface density. However, as phonon 
wavelengths are not much longer than the surface roughness, most boundary scattering events 
are diffusive. This ensures that the periodicity itself does not impact thermal transport via 
phonon interference effects, together with the fact that the characteristic sizes are comparable 
to phonon MFPs in the PnCs. This has been experimentally demonstrated by introducing 
disorder in the position of the holes.[19,36] Coherent phonon transport would require surface 
roughness well below the phonon wavelength, otherwise the phase information is destroyed. 
These conditions are also satisfied as the temperature decreases since the probability of 
phonon-phonon scattering events decreases due to lower phonon frequencies, whereas the 
boundary scattering becomes more common for the same reason, i.e., longer phonon 
wavelengths and bulk MFP. Hence, the impact of nanopatterning is enhanced as the 
temperature decreases as can be seen from Figure 3 (c) in the case of various PnCs with 
different surface density. The rate of the decrease of the thermal conductivity with increasing 
boundary scattering, i.e. PnC surface density, is larger at 300 K than at 900 K as at high 
temperature phonon-phonon scattering dominates over boundary scattering.  The decrease of 
the as measured and extracted intrinsic thermal conductivities as a function of the surface to 





4.3. Non-diffusive phonon transport and breakdown of Fourier law 
As detailed in previous sections, current state of the art PnCs have dimensions down to 
several tens of nanometers with block-copolymer technologies[98,99] and hundreds of 
nanometers via a top-down approach.[17,35] At these dimensions and at room temperature, the 
surface roughness together with the PnC lattice’s disorder suppresses wave-like effects and, 
therefore, diffusive thermal transport prevails. Since the further reduction of PnCs features 
size, with surface roughness below the phonon wavelengths, is presently challenging, the 
main strategy used so far with PnCs is to study thermal transport at low temperatures. Indeed, 
the dominant wavelength becomes more than 20 nm at 4 K and is even longer at sub-Kelvin 
temperatures. Geometry is a factor that has been used to prove non-diffusive thermal transport 
in suspended silicon structures[100–102] demonstrating the key role of specular surface 
scattering at sub-Kelvin temperatures in thermal transport. In a direct analogy with PnCs 
aimed at hypersonic waves introduced in the previous sections, Maasilta et al.[18] have shown 
the direct correlation between the thermal conductance, calculated from the modified phonon 
dispersion relation, and experimental measurements, as depicted in Figure 4. Compared to the 
unpatterned membrane, PnCs showed a much lower thermal conductance. As the thermally 
transported power is proportional to the group velocity multiplied by the density of states and 
the energy distribution, i.e., the energy of a phonon mode multiplied by its population, this 
work emphasizes the influence of the density of states (Figure 4(a)) and group velocity 
(Figure 4(b)) on the thermal conductance. They demonstrated that although the reduction of 
the thermal conductance is related to the modification of the band structure, it is not due to the 
existence of a band gap, but from the combination of changes of the group velocities and the 
density of states. They also observed that the PnC with larger period displayed lower thermal 
conductance than its smaller counterpart (Fig. 4(d)), confirming not only that the presence of 




could not be attributed to diffusive transport. In fact, in a recent work,[103] the size range of 
periods has been increased, which allowed to detect a reversal of the monotonically 
decreasing trend in the conductance as a function of the period that might well be a crossover 
between coherent and incoherent regimes. This demonstration opened the path to an enhanced 
control of heat transport as will be discussed in Section 5. Decreasing further the phonon 
population in the mK range attempts were made to observe the quantization of heat[104,105] for 
which both low temperatures and small dimensions are required. Despite a clear ballistic 
signature in these experiments, the debate is still ongoing over the observation of the quantum 
of thermal conductance. 
5. Prospects 
2D PnCs in surface or in plate-like structures have been the basis of well-stablished control of 
the wave propagation and confinement based in the Bragg scattering and local resonance 
mechanisms. These developments have been usually originated from the analogy with  
concepts brought by advances in electronics and photonics.[53] However, phonon propagation 
in 2D PnCs based waveguides and 2D PnCs based in non-metallic local resonators in Si-
compatible electro-acoustic platforms operating at about 1 GHz have been only demonstrated 
recently. [11,106] This work provides a prospect towards reduction of losses and key 
applications in the next generation of wireless communication devices. A different 
mechanism than the one presented in Section 3 (i.e. coherent phonon scattering in a periodic 
arrangement of scatterers) that could be applied in the control of elastic waves is the 
phenomenon of multiple-scattering in disordered structures, including Anderson-localization 
of the elastic field. It has been already measured in a 3D elastic disordered structure in the 
ultrasound, [107] and in a vertical superlattice in the hypersound,[108] but presently there  has 
been no observation in 2D structures.  
Topological elasticity is an emerging field of potentially transformative impact.[109] 




related to the concept of topology, the control of elastic waves propagation can benefit the 
functionalities like free-edge backscattering waveguiding. Breaking the time-reversal 
symmetry to obtain an equivalent to the quantum Hall effect in bosonic lossless systems 
requires active materials responding to an external field, a nonlinearity or time-dependent 
physical properties[110], which in the case of elasticity is especially difficult. Therefore several 
proposals, as well as few experimental realizations, have achieved topological phenomena by 
emulating the quantum spin Hall effect[111–116] or quantum valley Hall effect[117–120] in passive 
linear structures. While conserving time-reversal symmetry, these topological structures are 
based on breaking some spatial inversion symmetry. The interface between two lattices 
showing topological phase transition produced by band inversion supports topological edge 
states. Although the proposed designs seem to be unaffected by sharp geometric features to a 
large extent, the waveguides formed from topological edge states are not unidirectional in the 
strict sense (mirror symmetry breaking only). Therefore, there is the need to study at which 
level the edge states are immune to disorder introduced, for example, during the fabrication 
process. The achievement of a specific wave dispersion relation and the necessary conditions 
to obtain the topological states in the GHz range is challenging due to the inherent complexity 
of elastic waves. 
Currently, SAW as well as membrane-based PnCs suffers from the absence of 
coherent sources of phonons breaking the threshold of few GHz. The game changer which 
will allow using the wealth of PnCs features is expected from the structures being both 
phononic and photonic, i.e., phoXonic or optomechanical (OM) crystals.[121] The different 
electromagnetic and elastic wave velocities allow the localization of both types of waves in 
the same length scale, despite their very different frequencies. Therefore, the characteristic 
sizes of PnCs that modify the phonon dispersion relations in the GHz range modify 
simultaneously the photon dispersion relation for similar wavelengths but at much higher 




the co-localization of light and vibrational motion in a small volume can greatly enhance the 
optomechanical coupling.[122–124] Elastic modes provide an adaptable approach to support 
coherent coupling between different particles and quasiparticles, which would form the basis 
of an extended range of procedures to generate, drive and detect waves. This will enable new 
signal transduction architectures and signal-processing functionalities like optical field 
manipulation of RF waves by means of elastic interfaces.[125] Moreover, elastic-wave signal-
processing in hybrid electro-opto-mechanical platforms, where new functionalities of PnCs 
can be derived based on non-linear effects, complex dynamics and topological effects, opens 
the door to the new field of applied phononics. 
 PnCs offer numerous prospects in thermal management. The challenge lies in the 
broad spectrum of high frequency phonons that carry heat, making it harder to control. 
Nonetheless, various applications have been suggested, among which thermal circuits and 
energy applications have promising prospects. A recent study has shown the importance of 
specular surface scattering of phonons for thermal circuits, with the experimental 
demonstration of a thermal lens[16]. This work demonstrates the possibility to guide and focus 
heat onto predefined areas as a premise to thermal circuitry. The development of different 
phononic components, as for example thermal diodes, is currently a growing research area of 
great interest.[126,127] In addition, whereas some applications have already been demonstrated 
experimentally such as thermal cloaking[128,129], achieving a similar effect with PnCs is a 
challenge.    
To further increase the efficiency of PnCs, operating at lower temperature is not a 
general solution. We have shown that decreasing the feature size of PnCs would increase the 
operating frequency, but simple patterning is limited due to the minimum surface roughness 
achievable. To remedy these issues, a multiscale approach has been proposed to filter phonons 
and suppress the contribution of high-frequency phonons with impurities, alloying or grain 




carrying heat towards a lower and narrower range that is, therefore, easier to manipulate. This 
approach is particularly interesting to reduce thermal conductivity and thus to recuperate 
waste heat with thermoelectric energy harvesters[131], for instance. Overall, we have shown 
that PnCs have a strong potential for thermal applications despite the difficulties arising from 
their broad spectrum involved that requires further technological and material developments 
to achieve practical figures of merit. 
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Figure 1 (a) Schematic of the fabrication process for free-standing PnCs in the SOI wafers (b) 
with metallic pillars (c) with holes (d) Examples of free-standing PnCs with (i) holes and (ii) 
pillars. Reproduced with permission.[14] Copyright 2015, American Physical Society. (e) 
Representative image of the polystyrene microsphere monolayer on a Si3N4 surface.




Holey silicon fabricated using BCP self-assembly and RIE Reproduced with permission.[46] 





Figure 2 (a, upper panels) Schematic presentation of three types of 2D PnCs and (a, lower 
panels) corresponding phonon dispersion relations. Holey, pillar-based and granular 2D PnCs 
are compared with unperturbed surface/membrane. (b-d) Exemplary phonon dispersion 
relations measured (circles) and calculated (lines). Experimental data was obtained by means 
of BLS while theoretical fits were calculated using elastic continuum FEM model. Panels (b) 
and (c) depict dispersions for holey and pillar-based square lattice PnCs, respectively, made 
on thin Si membrane. Reproduced with permission.[14] Copyright 2015, American Physical 
Society.Panel (c) shows dispersion of granular PnCs made out of a monolayer of close-packed 
PS nanoparticles deposited on ultra-thin Si3N4 membrane.













Figure 3. Thermal transport measurements in the diffusive regime. (a) Schematic 
representation of the different membranes under study. (b) Thermal conductivity 
measurements as a function of membrane thickness for different types of surfaces. 
Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (c) Thermal 
conductivity of PnCs as a function of temperature and surface-to-volume ratio. (d) Measured 
(red circles) and intrinsic (blue triangles) thermal conductivities as a function of the surface-






Figure 4. Non-diffusive thermal transport measurements. Phonon density of state (a) and 
group velocity (b) calculated from the phonon dispersion relation for a full unpatterned 
membrane and two phononic crystals of pitch 970 nm (red) and 2425 nm (blue). (c) SEM 
image of the calculated and measured phononic crystal and measurement system. (d) 
Ultralow-temperature thermal conductance of phononic crystals. The thermal properties 
quantitatively match that calculated from the modified dispersion relation. Reproduced with 




Fabrication technique Technical remarks Reference 
Top-down 
Electron beam lithography 
and reactive ion etching 
Standard and well optimized method for silicon 
processing. 
Not suitable for all materials. 
[14,16,30,35,49–
52] 
Focused ion beam milling Suitable for a wide range of materials. 







BCP self-assembly Possibility of nm-size features. 




Variety of assembly methods for large area and 
highly ordered crystals 
[42] 
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